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Abstract 
We introduce the notion of  enriched species, which we believe to be the right tool for a 
set-theoretic interpretation o f  the umbral  calculus o f  Roman and Rota, as well as for its recent 
notable extension by Chen. 
O. Introduction 
Joyal's theory of species (cf. [6,7]) has been recently extended to a theory of neg- 
ative species, in the work of M6ndez (cf. [9]). The theory of M6bius species makes 
judicious use of the M6bius function of a partially ordered set to extend Joayl's theory, 
and leads to set-theoretic nterpretations of combinatorial identities with positive and 
negative signs, whereas Joyal's theory only allowed the interpretation of combinatorial 
identities with positive coefficients. 
The present work is based on the work of Doubilet and Rota [4,14] on the combi- 
natorial interpretation of symmetric functions, a theme that has been further developed 
by [1,2,10,18] whose idea goes back to MacMahon (cf. [8]). MacMahon was in fact 
the first to conceive the application of symmetric functions to problems of distribution 
and occupancy. 
M6ndez's theory (cf. [11]) leads to a striking combinatorial interpretation of 
Hammond operators, as well as of Littlewood's plethysm, but does not attack the 
problem of giving bijective interpretations of identities for symmetric functions with 
alternating signs. This is the problem we deal with in the present paper, following 
the outline given in [2]. 
Our main definition is that of M6bius polynomial species. A M6bius polynomial 
species is a functor that associates to every finite set E a set of ordered pairs, of which 
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the first entry is a partially ordered set defined on certain combinatorial structures, 
and the second entry is a function from the set E to a set X of 'colors'. To every 
M6bius polynomial species one associates a generating function whose coefficients are 
symmetric functions of the variables in the set X. In the category of M6bius polynomial 
species we develop a calculus which parallels the algebra of symmetric functions. 
Our second notion is the notion of enriched species. This notion arises from an 
analysis of the notion of reluctant function, introduced by Mullin and Rota [12] as a 
bijective counterpart to sequences of polynomials of binomial type. Enriched species 
play the role of elementary symmetric functions or complete homogeneous symmetric 
functions, and lead to an enriched calculus of symmetric functions. Perhaps the most 
notable feature of this calculus is our definition of an operator on enriched species 
which is in every way analogous to Rota's umbral operator, in this way, we succeed 
in making a step forward in the program outlined by Joni et al. [5] for sequences of 
polynomials of binomial type. 
1. Terminology and assumed results 
We assume the reader to have a certain familiarity with Joyal's theory of species. 
In this section, the notion of formal polynomial and M6bius species will be reviewed. 
The reader is referred to the original papers for a fuller exposition (ef. [2,9]). 
1.1. Formal polynomials 
Let X be a set. A multiset m on X is a pair (X, m : X ~ Z) where m is a function 
with integer values such that m(x) >~ 0 for any x c X. The support of a multiset m on 
X is the set 
supp(m) ---- {x E X : m(x) > 0}. 
A finite multiset is a multiset whose support is a finite set. The cardinality of the 
finite multiset m is the following integer: 
ImI= ~ m(x). 
xEsupp(m) 
Let Z[X] be the ring of all polynomials in the variables of X with integer coefficients. 
A basis of the module Z[X] is given by all monomials 
xm = ~I Xm(x)" 
xCsupp(m) 
When F is a finite subset of X, we denote by eF the endomorphism of the ring Z[X] 
defined as follows: 
~F(P)  = q, 
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where the polynomial q is obtained from the polynomial p by setting at zero all 
coefficients of all monomials not supported on F. 
Let J be a directed set. Let us say that a family of polynomials 
( P/)/~ j 
is Cauchy when the family of polynomials 
is eventually constant for every finite subset F of X. This condition for the directed 
sets defines a Hausdorff topology on the ring Z[X]; this ring therefore becomes a 
topological ring. 
The ring of formal polynomials Z[(X)] is defined to be the completion of the 
topological ring Z[X]. 
It is possible to prove that every formal polynomial f is a convergent sum of 
monomials, i.e. 
f ~coef f  (f, m}x m 
m 
as m ranges over all finite multisets on X. 
1.2. M6bius species 
Let Int be the category whose objects are finite families of finite posets with 0 and 
I and whose morphisms are bijective functions f : A ~ B such that, if f ( l )  = I ' ,  then 
I and I t are isomorphic posets. A M6bius species is a functor 
M : B --+ ln t ,  
where B is the category of finite sets and bijections. 
Using the M6bius function, we define an analog of set cardinality for objects of int. 
Let A be an object of Int; the Mb'bius cardinality of A is 
IIAII = ~z(0 ,  1) ( i f /=  0, set/~z(0, 1) = 0), 
IEA 
where #: denotes the M6bius function of the poset L 
The M6bius generating function of the M6bius species M is 
X n 
M6bM(x)  = ~ IIM[n]ll .~-. 
n~>O 
Example 1.1. Let U -1 be the M6bius species of boolean posets, i.e. 
U - I [E ]  = {poset of all subsets of the set E}. 
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The MSbius generating function of U-1 is 
M6b U-l(x)  = ~-~(--1)"xB/n! = exp(--x). 
n~>0 
Example 1.2. Let U0 (-l) be the M6bius species of nonempty partition posers, i.e. 
{P(E)}, if E ¢ 0, 
U°(-') [El = O, i fE  = 0. 
Then M6b U0(-l)(x)= log(1 +x).  
The combinatorial operations for species have analogs in the theory of M6bius 
species. First of all, an appropriate notion of cartesian product is required. 
We define the product × : Int × Int ~ Int as 
A x B = {II ×I2 :IJ E A, I2 E B}, 
where A,B are objects of Int and × is the direct product of posets. The product of 
morphisms is given by the product of maps. 
Let M and N be M6bius species and let E be a finite set. The combinatorial oper- 
ations are defined below. 
(i) (M + N)[E] = M[E] + N[E]. 
(ii) (M.  N)[E] = ~-~E,+E2=EM[E1] × N[E2]. 
(iii) Suppose that N[0] = 0. Then 
exp (N)[E] = ~ HN[B] 
7zEP[E] BEn 
Where ~I refers to the product x. 
Let M and N be M6bius species. Their generating functions have the right 
behavior, i.e. 
(1) M6b(m + N)(x) = MSbM(x) + M6bN(x). 
(2) M6b(M- N)(x) = M6bM(x) • M6bN(x). 
(3) If N[0] = 0, then M6b exp (N)(x) = ~k>~o(M6bN(x))k/k!. 
Let M be a species. The inverse M6bius species -M is defined as 
( -M) [E]  = {[0,m] : m E M[E]}, 
( -M) [ f ] ( [0 ,  m]) = [O,M[f]m], 
where [0, m] is a chain of length one, E and F are finite sets and f : E ---+ F is a 
bijection. 
2. MSbius polynomial species 
Let M be a M6bius species. A M6bius polynomial species P is a subfunctor of 
PoI(M) where 
PoI(M)[E] = M[E] × Horn (E,X). 
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Again, to every function f : E ---+ X we associate the monomial 
gen ( f )  = I~ f (e )  
ecE 
and whenever I is a finite poset with 0 and 1, we set 
gen(l, f )  = 11(I) gen(f) ,  
where /~ is the M6bius function of the poset I. We also define the generating formal 
polynomial of the polynomial species P as 
gen (P[E]) = ~ gen (I, f ) .  
(I.f )cP[E] 
By functoriality, the formal polynomial gen(P[E]) depends only on the cardinality of 
E; we can therefore write 
gen(P[E]) = gen(P,n), IEI = n. 
The M6bius ,qeneratin 9 function of the M6bius polynomial species P is 
Gen (P,z) = ~ gen (P, n)S/n i .  
n~>0 
The M6bius polynomial species are the objects of a category whose morphisms are all 
natural equivalences 
~:P-+Q 
such that for any component, zE : P[E] ~ Q[E], we have zE( l , f )  = (I',.) c) and the 
posets I and I ~ are isomorphic. 
We write P = Q, when P and Q are naturally equivalent in this category. Of course, 
isomorphic M6bius polynomial species have the same MSbius generating function. 
The combinatorial operations among M6bius polynomial species are defined as 
follows. 
Let P and Q be M6bius polynomial species, and the sum P + Q is the M6bius 
polynomial species defined by 
P + Q[E] - P[E] + Q[E] 
where + denotes the disjoint set union. The product P.  Q is defined as 
P .Q[E]= ~ {( I , f ) : ( I I , J j~ , )EP[E j ] , ( l z ,  f lE : )EQ[E2] , I= I t  x12}, 
El +E~ =E 
where x denotes the direct product of posers. 
A family of M6bius polynomial species (Pi)icl is said to be summable if the set 
I (E,F) = {i E I: ~( l , f )  E Pi[E]: im( f )  C F} 
is finite for every finite set E, and for every finite subset F of variables. 
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The infinite sum of a summable family (Pi)i~l is defined as 
:s P, EE1:imS=F}, 
iEl F iEI(E,F) 
where F ranges over all finite subsets of X. 
Let 1 be the M6bius polynomial species 
{(0,f0)} if E=0,  
lIE] = 0, otherwise, 
where 0 denotes the singleton poset {0}. 
When the family of M6bius polynomial species is summable the infinite product 
I-[(l + Pi) is defined as 
I-I(1 + Pi)[E] = UF {( I , f )  E 11I (1 + Pi)[E] " imf  -- F},  
iEI(E,F) 
where F ranges over all finite subsets of X. 
Let P be a M6bius polynomial species without constant erm (i.e. P[0] = 0). An 
assembly a of M6bius polynomial species P on the partition part(a) of E, is a pair 
(/, f )  defined by the following steps: 
(i) choose a pair (IB, f~) in P[B] for every B E part(a), 
(ii) set I = XBGpart(a)lB, and define f to be the function whose restriction to a block 
B of part(a) is fB. 
The hth divided power p~h) of P is defined by 
P~h)[E] = {the set of all assemblies of P-structures on all partitions of the set 
E with h blocks}. 
The M6bius polynomial species of all assemblies of P-structures is denoted by 
exp(P). 
For the generating functions, as expected, we have: 
Proposition 2.1. Let P and Q be Mdbius polynomial species. Then 
Gen (P + Q,z) = Gen (P,z) + Gen (Q,z), 
Gen(P x Q,z) = Gen(P,z) x Gen(Q,z). 
When (Pi)i~l is a summable family of Mdbius polynomial species, 
Gen (~ Pi,z) = ~ Gen (Pi,z), 
Gen (1-[(1 + Pi, z)) = I ] ( l  + Gen(Pi,z)). 
When P is a Mdbius polynomial species without constant erm, 
Gen (P~h),z) = Gent  ~p,z) h' 
h~ 
Gen (exp(P), z) = exp(Gen (P, z)). 
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3. Inverses 
Let P be a polynomial species. The inverse Mdbius polynomial species -P  is 
defined as 
( P)[E] = {([O,s] , f ) :  ( s , f )  E P[E]}, 
(-P)[g]([O, sl, f )  = ([O,M[g](s)],f  o g I), 
where [0,s] is the poset of subsets of {s} and g : E --+ F bijection of  finite sets. 
Proposit ion 3.1. Gen ( -P , z )  = -Gen (P,z). 
The definition of multiplicative inverse of a polynomial species P requires the de- 
scription of a new notion. The first step is to construct something like a monoid (called 
a 'c -monoid' )  on the corresponding P-structures. The c-monoid will induce a partial 
order. Then by considering appropriate intervals of the resulting poset, polynomial 
species with the desired properties can be defined. 
Let A be the category of categories uch that for any element A in A the morphisms 
of A are isomorphisms. Furthermore, we define a bifunctor 
<>:A×A--+A 
such that: 
(1) for any A1, A2 C A, A1 <>A2 is a subcategory of the product Al x A2; 
(2) for any A1, A2, A3 E A, there is a natural isomorphism 
~:(A I  <>A2)~A3 ---+AI o(A2  ~A3) ,  
( (a l ,a2) ,a3)  --+ (al,(a2,d3)), 
is an object of A3 and a3 is isomorphic to a~ in A3. where ai is an object of At, a 3 
A c-monoid in A is a triple (A,c, I )  consisting of a nonvacous element A ~ A, a 
functor c : A <> A ~ A, and an I c_ A such that: 
1. (a) Associativity. The following diagram commutes: 
(AoA)oA ~ Ao(AoA)  ia2£ AoA 
; ~,o,<t l ~' 
A <>A ~ .4 
Write al .a2 for c(al,a2). 
(b) Left cancellation. For any al, a2, a~ E A such that (al ,az),(al ,d2) c A oA,  if 
' then a2 = t one has  c/I • a2 z a l  • a2, a 2. 
2. (a) Right identity. The product c induces a natural isomorphism fi : A o I ~ A. 
In particular, for any a C A, fl(a, ir(a)) = a iff a. ir(a) = a. 
(b) LeJ? identity. The product c induces a natural isomorphism ~ : I ~ A ~ A. In 
particular, for any a E A, c~(il(a), a ' )  = a iff a ~ is isomorphic to a in A and i l (a ) .a '  = a. 
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(C) No proper divisors of unity. I f  there is an i E I and (al,a2) c A <>A such that 
al • a2 = i then al = i. 
A c-monoid (A,c,I) in A induces a partial order ~<c on the objects of A where 
al <~ca3 iff there exists an a2 E A such that c(al,a2)= a3. 
Let Ax be the category whose objects are the categories el(P), where P is a poly- 
nomial species such that P[0] = {(0, fo)}.  
The morphisms of Ax are functors F~ : el(P) ~ el(Q) induced by the natural 
transformations z : P --~ Q in the category of polynomial species. We define the 
product 0 in A by setting 
el(P) <> el(Q) = el(P.  Q). 
Let (el(Q),c,l) be a graded c-monoid in Ax, i.e. 
c((sl,s2), f )  = (s, f )  E Q[E] for every ((Sl,Sz), f )  c Q. Q[E]. 
We have I = {(0, f0)}.  
The c-monoid (el(Q),c,I) induces a partial order on the Q-structures by setting 
(sl, f~ ) ~< (s3, f )  
iff there exists a pair (s2, f2 )  such that c((sl,s2),f) = (s3 , f )  where f /El  = f l  and 
f /Ez = f2. 
We denote by PQ[E] the poset 
E _E  
where ~< is the restriction of (el(Q), ~< ). 
Proposition 3.2. The family of posets." {PQ[E] : E finite set} satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) For every bijection g : E ---, F, the map 
PQ[g] : PQ[E] --~ PQ[F] 
(s, f )  H Q{o](s, f )  
is an order isomorphism. 
(ii) The minimal element Of PQ[E] is 0 = (O, fo). 
(iii) The upper order ideal of (so, fo)  
I(so, fo) = {(s , f )  E PQ[E] : (so, fo) <~ ( s , f )}  
is isomorphic to PQ[E-Eo],for every subset Eo of E and for every (so, f o ) E Q[E0]. 
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Let (el(Q), c, I )  be a graded c-monoid in Ax. The inverse M6bius polynomial .q)ecies 
Q-1 is defined as 
Q- I [E ]  = {([O,(s, f)],  f )  : (s, f )  c Q[E] and [0 , (s , f ) ]  C PQ[E]}, 
O-1 [g]([0, (s, f ) ] )  = ([0, Q[g](s, f ) ] ,  f o g 1), 
where g : E --+ F is a bijection of finite sets. 
Proposition 3.3. Gen(Q- l , z )  • Gen(Q,z)=:  1. 
Proposition 3.4. I f  Q is" a polynomial species we have 
exp (Q)-~ = exp( -Q) .  
Proposition 3.5. I f  Q = I~ Qi and Qi 1 is" the inverse of Qi, then Q-x = [I QF L. 
A c-monoid (el(M),cl,I ') in A for the Joyal species M : B -+ B induces a c-monoid 
(el(Poi(M)), c , I )  in Ax where, given 
((sl,sz, f )  E (Po I (M)) .  (PoI(M))[E]; c((&,sz), f )  = (c'(sl,sz), f ) .  
Furthermore, if (s , f )  E PoI(M)[E], then the interval [O,(s,f)] in (el(Pol(M)), ~<c) is 
isomorphic to the interval [0,s] in (el(Pol(M)), ~<~.). 
4. Enriched species 
The notion of enriched species gives a set-theoretic description of sequences of 
symmetric functions of binomial type. An enriched species is essentially obtained taking 
all assemblies of an assigned structure with all blocks labelled. 
Let M be a M6bius species. We denote by M0 the MSbius species such that 
Mo[E]= { (3, if E=0,  
M[E], otherwise. 
The M-enriched species Enr(M) is defined by 
Enr(M)[E] = {(a , f ) :  f : E -+ X and a C exp(Mo)[E] with part(a) ~< ker( f )} ,  
Enr(M)[0] = {(0, .fo)}. 
The enriched species are symmetric, i.e. for every bijection a : X --+ X we have 
(a, a o f )  E Enr(M)[E] whenever (a, f )  E Enr(M)[E]. 
4.1. Generating .function 
Let 2 = (21,22 . . . . .  2~) = ( l r '2 r2 . . . )  be a partition of the integer n. In the following 
we set 2! = ).1!22!"- and /21 = rl!r2! . . .  
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We note that n!/(1212!) is the number of partitions of class 2 of a set with n elements. 
Recall that the monomial symmetric function m)~(X) is defined as follows: 
mj~(X) = E x~i ~''" x?~' 
1 t 
where the sum ranges over all sequences of distinct integers il . . . . .  it. 
It is easy to verify that the generating formal polynomial of Enr(M) is 
n! gen(Enr(M)[E]) = ~ ~ 121~, ~2"'" m;.(X), 
where the sum ranges over all partitions 2 of the integer n and ~i = [] exp(M)[Ei][[ 
with [Ei[ = 2i. 
Example 4.1 (Power symmetric species). Let X be the singleton species, i.e. 
{e} i f lE l= l ,  
X[E] = 0, otherwise. 
The power symmetric species is the following enriched species: 
Enr(X)[E] -- {(E,f )"  f : E ~ X}. 
Passing to the generating polynomial, we have 
n! 
gen(Enr(X), n) = ~ 12]m;~(X) = X", 
where 
X n= ~-~x . 
xcX 
Example 4.2 (Elementary symmetric species). Let U0 i-l> be the M6bius species de- 
fined by setting 
U(o-'>[E] = { poset of all partitions of E} = {P(E)}. 
Note that U0(-l>[0] = 0. The elementary symmetric species is the following enriched 
species: 
Enr(U0(-l>)[E] = {( [O,a] , f ) ' f  :E --~X and a ~< ker( f )}.  
Proposition 4.1. gen(Enr(U0(-l>),n) = n!a,(X), where an(X) is the elementary 
symmetric function, i.e. 
x m an(x)  = ~ , 
m 
where the sum ranges over all multisets m such that 
[m I = n = Isupp(m)l. 
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Proof. Being gen(Enr(U~ -1) ), n) = ~ p([0, a])gen(f), where the sum is over all pairs 
([0, a ] , f )  of Enr(U0(-J))[E]. Let f be a function from E to X such that ker(f) ¢ 0. 
If cr ~< ker(f)  we have 
([0 or], f )  ~ Enr(U0 (-I/)[E], 
and 
( ~~ /~[(O,a)]) gen(f) = O. 
O~a~< ker(f) 
Thus 
gen(Enr(U0 ~ 1) ), n) = ~/~([0, or]) gen(f) = n!a,(X), 
since the sum is over all pairs ([0, a], f )  where cr -= 0 = ker(f). [] 
Example 4.3 (The symmetric species of dispositions). Let C be the species of cyclic 
permutations. The symmetric species of dispositions is the following enriched 
species: 
Enr(C)[E] = {(a,f)"  f • E ~ X and a is a permutation with 
part(a) ~< ker(f)}. 
Proposition 4.2. gen(Enr(C)[E]) = n!hn(X), where hn(X) is the complete homoye- 
neous function, i.e. 
X m hn(X)  = ~ , 
m 
where the sum ranges over all multisets m such that ]m I = n. 
Example 4.4 (Abel symmetric species). Let A be the species of rooted trees. The Abel 
symmetric species is the following enriched species: 
Enr(A)[E] = {(a,f) :  a is a rooted forest on E, f  " E -~ X and 
part(a) ~< ker(f)} 
We have 
gen(Enr(A ), n ) = n !An (X), 
where An(X) denotes the Abel symmetric function, i.e. 
An(X) = ~-~1 ~[ (2i + 1);i-lm).(X). 
A ~. 
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Example 4.5 (L-enriched species). Let L be the species of linear orders. The 
L-enriched species is defined by 
Enr(L)[E] = {(a, f ) :  a E exp(L0)[E] and f :E  --+ X such that 
part(a) ~< ker(f)}. 
We have 
gen(Enr(L), n) = n!L,( -X) ,  
where 
Ln( -X)  = ~ ~. l-[ c~im;.(X), 
and ~i is the number of the assemblies of linear orders on a set of 2 i elements. 
Example 4.6 (Bush-enriched species). Let B be the species of bushes, i.e. 
B[E] = {rooted trees of length at most 2 on E}. 
The bush-enriched species is defined by 
Enr(B)[E] = {(a , f ) :  a C exp(B0)[E] and f i s  a function from E to X 
such that part(a) ~< ker(f)}. 
We have 
gen(Enr(B),n) = ~ ~ I~c~im~(X) = n!bn(X), 
where 
is the number of the assemblies of bushs on a set of •i elements. 
Our next objective is to state an analog of the Waring formula (cf. [2]) for the 
enriched species. To this end, we introduce a new M6bius polynomial species. 
Let M be a M6bius species. We define the M6bius polynomial species KM as 
follows: 
KIn[E] = {(m,f ) :  m E M[E] and f :E  ~ X takes constant value}, 
and 
KM[O] = O. 
The generating function of KM is 
g n 
Gen(KM,z) = ~ IIM[E]IIs.(X)~, 
n>~l 
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where 
s,,(x) = ~x" .  
.~EX 
Theorem 4.1 (Waring). Let M be a Mfbius species. We have 
Enr(M) = exp(KM). 
Proof. If (a , f )  E Enr(m)[E] then a E exp(m)[E] and part(a) ~< ker( f )  ( f ib  takes 
constant value). If m8 is the M-structure defined on B C part(a), then (ran, f ~B) E 
KM[B], thus (a , f )  C exp(KM)[E]. 
Corollary. Gen(Enr(M),z) = exp [Im[E]l]s,(Y) 
l 
Proof. Follows by the identity 
Gen(KM,z) = Z IIM[E]IIs.(X)S/n!. [] 
n~> 1 
Example 4.7 (Power symmetric species). Let X be the singleton species thus 
{(e, f )  : f " {E} ---+ X}, if [E I=  1, 
Kx[E] = 0, otherwise. 
We have 
Gen(Kx,z) = ( ~x)z  = sl(X)z. 
xCX 
From Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
Ear(X) = exp(Kx), 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
sl(X)%n/n! = exp(sl(X),z). 
n>~O 
Example 4.8 (Elementary symmetric species). 
Ku~(-,! [E] = {(P(E) , f ) :  f • E --+ Y takes constant value}. 
We have 
Gen(Ku, i-L/,z ) ~- ~( -1 )n - l (n_  1)!sn(X)z~/n! 
n~>l 
From Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
Enr(U(} -1) ) = exp(Ku,~-.,/); 
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passing to the generating functions, we have 
~'~an(y)zn =exp ( ~ (--1)n-lsn(X) Zn ) 
n>~O \n>~l n 
Example 4.9 (The symmetric spec#s of dispositions). Let C be the species of cyclic 
permutations. Thus 
Kc[E] = {(#, f ) :  # is a cyclic permutation on E and f : E ---+ X 
takes constant value}. 
We have 
Z n 
Gen(Kc,z) = ~ (n - 1)!s,(X)~..  
n~>0 
From Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
Enr(C)  = exp(Kc), 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
h.(X)z" = exp ( ~ s.(X)  z~ ~ . 
n>~O \n>~l n J 
Example 4.10 (Abel symmetric species). Let A be the species of rooted trees, thus 
KA[E] = {( t , f ) :  t is a rooted tree on E and f :E  ~ X takes constant value}. 
We have 
Z n 
Gen(KA,z) = ~-~nn-ls,(X)~. 
n>~l 
From Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
Enr(A) = exp(KA ); 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
A,(X)z" = exp 
n~>0 
Example 4.11 (L-enriched species). Let L be the species of linear orders; thus 
KL[E] ----- { ( / , f ) :  1 is a linear order on E and f :E  ---~X takes constant value}. 
We have 
Gen(KL,z) = 
n~>l n~>l \xCX / 
x~X ",n>~I / (1 - xz)" 
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From Theorem 4.1 it follows that 
Enr(L) = exp(KL), 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
,~>o (1 -xz )  " 
Example 4.12 (Bush-enriched species). Let B be the species of bushs, thus: 
KB[E] = {(b,f ) :  b is a rooted bush on E and f :E - -~ X takes constant value}. 
We have 
zn ~ zn ) 
= Ensn(X)~. =x~x ( nx'-- = Exze~:. Gen(KB,z) 
n~>l . k,,~>~ n!  ~x  
From Theorem 4.l it follows that 
Enr(B) = exp(KB), 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
~ b,(X)z" = exp ( ~ xz eXZ) . 
n>~O \xEX 
Let x be a variable and let M be a M6bius species. We define the M6bius polynomial 
species Px(M) by setting 
p,(M)[E] - {(a, f ) :  f : E ---* {x},a E exp(M0)[E]}, 
Px(M) [0]  = 0. 
We have 
Gen(l + Px(M),z) = 1 + ~ II exp(Mo)[E]lbxnz'/n! = Gen(exp(Mo),xz). 
n>~l 
Theorem 4.2 (Product heorem). 
Enr(M) = 1-[ (1 + Px(M)). 
xEX 
Proof. The family (1 + P:~(M))xe x is summable, i.e. the set 
I(n, F) = {x ~ X : there exists (a, f )  ¢ (1 + P~(M))[E] with im(f )  C_ F} 
is finite. The product of the family is 
1~ (1 + Px(M))[E] = U F ( (a , f )  E I1 (1 + Px(M))[E]" im( f )= F~.  
xCX (. x~_F ) 
244 
Thus 
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Corollary. 
Gen(Enr(M), z) = 11 Gen(exp(M0 ),xz). 
xEX 
Example 4.13 (Power symmetric species). Let X be the singleton species; thus 
Px(X)[E] = {(a , / ) :  a c exp(X)[E],f : E -+ {x}}. 
We have 
Gen(1 + Px(X),z) = 1 + ~xnzn/n! = exp(xz). 
n~>l 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
Enr(X) = 11 1 + Px(X). 
xCX 
Passing to the generating function, we have 
exp(sl(X)z) = I-I exp(xz). 
xEX 
Example 4.14 (Elementary symmetric species). Let U0 (-1) be the M6bius species of 
partitions, thus 
p~(Uo)(-')[E] = {([0, a ] , f ) :  a is a partition of E and f :E - -~  {x}}. 
We have 
Gen(1 + Px(U(o 1)),z) = 1 + ~ #([0, a])x" = 1 + xz 
n~>l 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
Enr(U0 ( - ' ) )  = H(1  +Px(U(o-'))), 
xEX 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
~ a.(X)z" = I I(1 + xz). 
n>~O xCX 
Example 4.15 (Symmetric species of dispositions). Let C be the species of cyclic per- 
mutations, thus 
Px(C)[E] -- { (a , f ) :  a is a permutation on E and f :E  ---, {x}}. 
Enr(M) -- l-[ (1 + Px(M)). [] 
xCX 
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We have 
1 
Gen(1 + Px(C),z) = 1 + ~ n!x~zn/n! = 
n~l  ] --  XZ" 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
Enr(C) = 1] (1 + Pz(C)). 
xEX 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
1 
h~(X)z" = FI 
n >10 xEX 1 -- XZ 
Example 4.16 (Abel symmetric species). Let A be the species of rooted trees; thus 
p~(A)[E] -- {(a , f ) :  a is a rooted forest on E and f :E  ---+ {x}}. 
We have 
7i/ 
Gen(1 + Px(A),z) = 1 + ~ (n + 1)"-lx"~,. 
n>~l 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
Enr(A) I I  (1 + P~(A)), 
xCX 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
Zn \ 
~An(X)z"= I] 1 + ~(n+ 1)~-'xn--] .  
n>~O xEX n>~ 1 n! ,] 
Example 4.17 (L-enriched species). Let L be the species of linear orders; thus 
P~(L) = {(a , f ) :  a E Exp(L0)[E] and f :E  ~ {x}}. 
We have 
Gen(l + P~(L) ,z) :exP( lX~Zxz ) . 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
Enr(L) [ I  (1 + Px(L)), 
xCX 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
~ L , ( -X )  z~ = [I exp ~ . 
n ~ 0 x6X 
Example 4.18 (Bush-enriched species). Let B be the species of rooted bushes; thus 
Px(B)[E] : { (a , f ) :  a is a rooted forest of bushes on E and f : E ---+ {x}}. 
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We have 
Gen(1 ÷ Px(B),z) = exp(xzeXZ). 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
Enr(B) = I~ (1 + Px(B)), 
xCX 
passing to the generating functions, we have 
~b, (X)z"= 1-[ exp(xzeXZ) • 
n>~O xEX 
Proposition 4.5. Let M be a species. Thus Enr(M) has a multiplicative inverse that 
turns out to be an enriched species and we have 
Enr(M)-1 _-- exp(KM) = exp(-KM) = Enr( -M) .  
Proposition 4.6. Let M be a species, we have 
(1 + Px(M))-I[E] = {(a , f ) :  a C exp(-M0)[E], f :E  ---+ {x}}. 
Thus 
Enr(M) -I = Enr ( -M)  = 11 (1 + Px(M)) -1 
xEX 
Corollary. 
exp (n~>~l- [M[E]lsn(X)z~/n!) = xcX11 IIexp(-Mo[E])llx" z~/n!. 
Example 4.19 (Power symmetric species). Let X be the singleton species. Thus 
Enr(-X)[E] = {(P(E), f ) :  f : E -~ X is a function). 
and 
(1 + Px(X))-~[E] = {(P(E) , f ) :  f :E -~ {x}}. 
From the Proposition 4.5, it follows that 
Enr(X)-1 = Enr( -X) ,  
passing to the generating functions, we have 
exp(-Sl(X)z)  = ~ ( -  1)nsl(X)%n/n!. 
n>~O 
From Proposition 4.6, it follows that 
Enr ( -X)  = 11 (1 + Px(X)) -1. 
xCX 
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passing to the generating functions, we have 
exp( -s l  (X)z) = [ I  ( -  1)"x" 
xEX \n~0 ~.I " 
Example 4.20 (The LEvmmetric species of dispositions). Let C be the species of cyclic 
permutations. Thus 
and 
Enr ( -C) [E ]  = {(P(part(cr)), f ) '  ~r is a permutation on E, f • E ---+ X 
is a function and part (a)  ~< ker ( f )}  
(1 + P,.(C)) l[E] = {(P(par t (a) , f ) :  a is a permutation on E, and f "  E ---+ {x}}. 
From Proposition 4.5 it follows that 
Enr(C)-L = Enr ( -C) ,  
passing to the generating functions, we have 
)' h,(X)z" = ~ (-1)"e~(X)z". 
n>~O 
From Proposition 4.6, it follows that 
Enr (C)  = [I  (1 + Px(C) -~). 
xGX 
Passing to the generating functions, we have 
~(-1)"en(X)z" = I1 (1 +xz)-~. 
n > 0 xCX 
Example 4.21 (Abel symmetric species). Let A be the species of rooted trees; thus 
Enr( -A)[E]  = {([O,a],f): a is a rooted forest on E, f : E ---+ X 
and part(a) ~ ker( f )} ,  
and 
(1 +P~(A))-I[E] =- {([O,a],f)'a is a rooted forest on E and f 'E  -+ {x}}. 
Note that [0,a] is isomorphic to P(part(a)), then the generating function 
1 + Px(A) -1 is 
Gen( ( l+Px(A) )  1 ,z )= ~ (_ l)knn k x n_  
n~>0 r t ! '  
n--1 where n "-k (,_,)  is the number of rooted forests on E (IEI = n) with k members. 
of 
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From Proposition 4.5, it follows that 
Enr(A ) -  l = Enr (  -A  ) 
and from Proposition 4.6, it follows that 
Enr ( -A)  = [ I  (1 + P~(A)) -j 
xCX 
Passing to the generating functions, we have 
(~An(X)z"~ =exp(-~n~-'sn(X)z"/n!)  I~ Gen((l+Px(A))-',z). 
n>/O / \ n>~l x6X 
Example 4.22 (L-enriched species). Let L be the species of linear orders, thus 
Enr( -L ) [E]  = {( [0 ,a] , f ) :  [0,a] E exp(-Lo)[E],f:E ~ {x} and 
part(a) ~< ker( f )}  
and 
(1 + Px(L))[E] = {([0, a], f )  : [0, a] E exp(-L0)[E], f :E  --~ {x}}. 
n! n - - I  Note that [0, a] is isomorphic to P(part(a)) and ~7 (k-l) is the number of linear 
partitions with k blocks on E (]E] = n), then 
Gen((l+Px(L)) ' ,z)  ~ (~( - l ]kn '  (n - l~  Z n z X ~1 - -  
" k! k 1 n! n>~O \ k - O \ ~ /  
From Proposition 4.5, we have 
Enr(L)- I  = Enr( -L ) .  
From Proposition 4.6, we have 
Enr ( -L )  = ~I (1 + p~(L)) -j. 
x6X 
Passing to the generating functions, we have 
ZLn(-X)z n = exp - ~xz  = ~ (_ l ]kn!  n - -  l yn  - 
n~>0 1 ,,>~0 ~ k! k 1 n! 
Example 4.23 (Bush-enriched species). Let B be M6bius species of bushs; thus 
Enr( -B) [E]  = {( [0 ,a] , f ) :  [0, a] E exp(-B0)[E], f :E  ~ Xand 
part(a) ~< ker( f )}  
and 
(1 + Px(B))-I[E] = {([0, a] ,y ) :  [0,a] c exp(-B0)[E], f :E  -+ {x}}. 
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Note that [0,a] is isomorphic to P(part(a))  and (~)k n k is the number of rooted forests 
with k bushs on E (]E I = n), then 
Gen((l+P~(B))-"z): ~ (k~-o(--1)k(n) k"k ¥,Z'n,. 
From Proposition 4.5, we have 
Enr(B) i = Enr( -B)  
From Proposition 4.6, we have 
Enr ( -B)  1~ (1 + Px(B)) -~. 
xGX 
Passing to the generating functions, we have 
y~b,,(X)z" exp( -y '~xze  ~) = ~[ ~ ( -1 )  k k "-~ x ' '~ .  
\n>~O / rqXn>~O /7! 
5. Sequences of symmetric functions of binomial type 
Let Y be a subset of X and let p(X) be a formal polynomial, i.e. 
p(X) = ~ coeff(p(X),  m)x m. 
m 
We denote by ~y the linear operator from Z[(X)] to itself defined as follows: 
r,y(p(X)) = p( r ) ,  
where 
p ( r )  = ~ coeff(p(Y), m)x m 
m 
and 
I coeff(p(X),m), if supp(m) C Y, 
coeff(p(Y),m) = 0, otherwise. 
A sequence (p,(X)) of symmetric function is said to be of binomial type if 
(i) po(X)= 1, 
(ii) pn(X) is homogeneous of degree n for each n 
/7 (iii) pn(X) = ~k=0 (~) pk(Y)pn k(W) whenever X = Y + W. 
Next, we will prove that the sequence of generating polynomials of an enriched 
species is of binomial type. To this end we introduce the functor t:r of the category 
of M6bius polynomial species by setting 
t:r(P)[E] -- {(s , f )  E P[E]:im(f) is a subset of Y}. 
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Proposition 5.1. The 9eneratin9 function of M6bius polynomial species gy(P) is 
Gen(gy(P),z) = ~ ey(gen(P,n))z"/n! 
n>~O 
Proposition 5.2 (Binomial identity). Let Enr(M)  be an enriched species. I f  
X = Y + W, we have 
Enr(M)  = ey(Enr (m)) ,  ew(Enr(m))  
where • denotes the product of M6bius polynomial species. 
Proof. Every (a, f )  E Enr(M)[E] determines 
(i) a composition Er + Ew of E where Ey -- f - l (y )  and Ew = f - l (W) ,  
(ii) an assembly ar  on Ey and an assembly ave on Ew such that a = ar + aw, 
(iii) a function f r  : E ---+ Y and a function fw  :E  ~ W such that f /Ey  = fy  and 
f/Eve = f w. 
Thus 
(ay, f y) C gy(Enr(m))[Er] and (aw, f w) c ew(Enr(m))[Ew]; 
hence 
(a , f )  E (ey(Enr (m)) .  ew(Enr(m)))[E].  [] 
Corollary. I f  M is a M6bius species, (gen(Enr(M),n)  is a sequence of binomial type. 
For istance, for the power symmetric species we obtain 
Enr(X) = ey(Enr(Y)) ,  ew(Enr(X)). 
Thus if Y = {y} : 
y+Ex 2x  . 
x~y k=0 x~y 
Let 7z be a partition of the set E. We denote by E~(M) the set of all pairs (a, f )  
such that: 
(i) a is an assembly of M-structure on E; 
(ii) f is a function from E to X; 
(iii) part(a) ~< g A ker ( f )  
Put e~(X) = gen(E~(M)[E]) and n!e~(X) = gen(Enr(M),n).  It is easy to prove that 
e~(X) = 21 ! e;.,(X) 22! e~2(X).. .  2t! e;~,(X), 
where (21,).2 . . . . .  2t) = cl0z). 
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temmao 
e~(X)= ~ ( ~ I~(a))so(X), 
cr ~< Tr a: par t (a )=a 
where sa(X) = st, (X)s:.(X)... s~,,(X) if cl(a) = (zl, z2 ..... zh). 
Proof. 
(a,f)EE~(M)[E] 
#(a)gen(f)  = ~~ ( ~ p(a)gen(f) )  
a<~ (a,f):part(a)=a 
cr ~< 7t a: par t (a )=a / :  ker ( f )  ~ a 
=}-~. (  ~ I~(a)sa(X)) • [~ 
a<~rc a:part(a)=a 
Theorem 5.1. The family (e;o(X)) is a Q-basis for the vector spaces of the 33,mmetrlc 
Junctions of homogeneous degree n. 
Proof. Since (s;(X)) is a Q-basis, from the preceding lemma (by M6bius inversion) 
follows that (e;.(X)) span the spaces of symmetric functions of homogeneous de- 
gree n. Moreover (s;.(X)) and (e;~(X)) have the same cardinality, thus (e;(X)) is a 
Q-basis. [] 
Corollary. Let Enr(M) be an enriched species. The symmetric functions gen(Enr(M), n) 
are algebraically independent over Q. 
6. Enriched species and umbral calculus 
Let M be a M6bius species and Y a finite subset of the set X. We define 
Enrr(M)[0] = {(0, f0)}, 
and, if E is a nonempty set, 
Enrr(M)[E] = {(a,f) :  a E exp(M0), f is a function from E to Y 
and part(a) ~< ker(f)}. 
6.1. Another generating function 
Let IYI = Y. We set 
Po(Y) = 1 and Pn(Y) = ~(a). 
(a,f)CEnr(M)[E] 
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Thus, we set 
II expk(M)[E][I = ~ #(a), 
where the sum ranges on all M-assemblies with k blocks. 
We have 
p,(Y) = ~ 11 expk(M)[E]IIY ~, 
k=l 
since there are yk functions such that part(a)~< ker(f) whenever a is an assembly 
with k members. 
The 9eneratin9 function of Enr(M) is 
Enrr(M)(z) = ~ pn(y)zn/n!, 
n~>0 
that is the generating function is a formal power series with coefficients in the poly- 
nomials ring Z[y]. 
Proposition 6.1. Let W be a finite subset of X such that Y N W = ~. We have 
Enrruw(M) = Enrr(M). Enrw(M). 
Corollary. Set I Wl = w. The sequence (Pn(Y)) of coefficients of the 9eneratin9 func- 
tion of Enrr(M) turns out of binomial type, i.e. Po(Y) = 1, Pn(Y) is degree n and 
pn(y + w) = ~ ( k ) pk(y)pn-k(w). 
k>~O 
Example 6.1. Let X be the singleton species. We have 
Z n 
Enrr(X)(z) = ~ yn ~" 
n~>0 
Example 6.2 (Lower factorial). Let U (-1) be the M6bius species of partitions. We 
have 




~CP[E] k=l I~rl=k k=l 
Example 6.3 (Upper factorial). Let C be the species of cyclic permutations. We have 
Z t/ 
Enrr(C)(z) = Y~ y(~) -  
n~>0 n! '  
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since 
]s(~7, k ) ] /  yI,,~, 
k 0 
where Is(n,k)l is the number of permutations of k cyclics. 
Example 6.4 (Abel polynomials). Let A be the species of rooted trees. We have 
Z tl 
Enry(A)(z) = ~A,(y)~. . ,  
n~>O 
where 
is the Abel polynomial of degree n. 
Example 6.5. Let L be the species of linear orders. We have 




Let E be the category of enriched species, i.e. the category whose objects are the 
enriched species and morphisms are the natural equivalences among enriched species. 
When M is a M6bius species and Y is a finite subset of X, we define the umbral 
,fHHCIOY 
U:~t : E -~ E 
as follows: 
U,~t(Enry(N)) = Enry(m(N0)). 
Note that, if X is the singleton species, we have 
UM(Enry(X)) = Enry(M(X))  = Enry(M). 
The umbral functor UM determines an umbral operator 
u :zb,] -~ zb,] 
defined by 
u( / ' )  - p , (y ) ,  
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where 
Z n 
Pn(Y)~.  ---- Enry (M) (z ) .  
n~>0 
Theorem 6.1. Let Enrr(N) be an enriched species, we have 
Z n 
(UM(Enrr(N))(z) = Enrr(M(No))(z) = ~ qo(p(y)) ~ ,  
n>~O --  
where 
Z n 
q.(y) ~ = Enrr(N)(z), 
n~>0 
and 
qn(P(Y)) = U(qn(y)) (umbral composition) 
Corollary. Let M be a species and let M (-l> its compositional inverse. Set 
Z n 




Enrr(M(-1))(z) = ~q, , (y ) - - ;  
n~>0 n 
we have 
q,(p(y))  = y~, 
i.e. (Pn(Y)) is the inverse sequence of (qn(y)). 
Example 6.6. Let U be the uniform species, i.e. U[E] = {E}. We have 
Z n 
Enrr(U)(z) = ~ p.(y)-~., 
n~>0 
where 
p.(y)  = ~ S(n,k)Y k. 
k>~O 
Moreover, we have 
g n 




qn(Y) = ~s(n ,k )Y  k = (Y)n (see Example 6.2). 
k=l  
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From the last corollary, it follows that 
Example 6.7. Let A be the species of rooted trees. The enriched species Enrr(A(-‘)) 
is defined as follows: 
Enry(A(-‘))[E] = {(c~,f): a E exp(A(-‘))[E], f : E + Y and 
part(a) < ker(f)}. 
The generating function of Em-&-‘)) is 




G(Y) = C II expk(A(-‘)Wllyk, lEl = n. 
We have 




[O,al = nP,a 
tea 
hence 
Pwk al> = n Pm tl>. 
We have (cf. [16]) 
P(,o,tl) = 
Hence 
if t is a bush, 
otherwise. 
,U([O,u]) = np([o,t]) = n (-p-’ = (-1y 
BEpart 
whenever a is a forest of rooted bushs and Ipart(u k. 
Thus 
II expkV-‘))[El II= 
where (z) k’lek is the number of forests of k bushs. 
From the last corollary, it follows that 
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